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Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 6
The amazing manga retelling of Darren Shan's international best-selling vampire saga, with illustrations by Japanese artist Takahiro Arai.

The Lake of Souls (The Saga of Darren Shan, Book 10)
Book 1 of The Saga of Darren ShanA New York Times Bestseller Cirque Du Freak is the frightening saga of a young boy whose visit to a
mysterious freak show leads him on a journey into a dark world of vampires. Author Darren Shan's vivid detail and original voice will have
young readers glued to their seats in terror. Filled with grotesque creatures, murderous vampires, and a petrifying ending, Cirque Du Freak
will chill, thrill, and leave readers begging for more.

Hell's Horizon
"Locked inside Dervish's study. Breath coming quickly, raggedly. Trembling wildly. I still feel sick and dizzy, but maybe that's fear. I force
myself to breathe normally, evenly. When I'm in control, I study my reflection, looking for telltale signs. Am I turning into a werewolf? I don't
know" Grubbs Grady has so far escaped the family curse, but when he begins to experience alarming symptoms at the onset of the full
moon, he is scared that the jaws of fate are opening and about to swallow him whole. He has cheated death, defeated demons, moved on
with his life. But Grubbs is torn between the world of magic and his wolfen genes. Can he fight the beast inside or will he fall victim to his
tainted blood?
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Cirque Du Freak: the Manga, Vol. 2
The twelfth part of the Saga of Darren Shan – one boy’s terrifying journey from human to half-vampire to Vampire Prince.

Cirque Du Freak #11: Lord of the Shadows
Darren Shan is going home - and his world is going to hell. Old enemies await. Scores must be settled. Destiny looks certain to destroy him,
and the world is doomed to fall to the Ruler of the Night

Cirque Du Freak
The first book in the Demonata, the demonic symphony in ten parts by multi-million-copy bestselling horror writer Darren Shan

Cirque Du Freak #4: Vampire Mountain
Discover the manga adaptation of Darren Shan's Cirque Du Freak, now back ina new omnibus form! Darren Shan was an average kid until
destiny brought him tothe Cirque du Freak. Now Darren's been immersed into a shadowy world inhabitedby vampires, werewolves, and
strange creatures the likes of which he's neverimagined, and his life will be changed forever!

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 10
Before Larten Crepsley was a vampire general Before he was Darren Shan's master Before the War of Scars Larten Crepsley was a
teenager. And he was sick of the pomp and circumstance of fusty old vampires telling him what to do. Taking off on his own with his blood
brother, Wester, Larten takes off into the world to see what his newly blooded vampire status can get him in the human world. Sucking all he
can out of humanity, Larten stumbles into a violent, hedonistic lifestyle, where cheats beckon, power corrupts, and enemies are waiting. This
is his story.

Sons of Destiny (The Saga of Darren Shan, Book 12)
In a story told in graphic novel format, best friends Darren and Steve visit a mysterious freak show known as the Cirque du Freak, where an
encounter with a vampire and a deadly spider forces them to make life-changing choices.
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The Demonata: Blood Beast
Darren and Mr. Crepsley embark on a dangerous trek to the very heart of the vampire world. Will a meeting with the Vampire Princes restore
Darren's human side, or turn him further toward the darkness? Only one thing is certain - Darren's initiation into the vampire clan is more
deadly than he ever could have imagined!

Cirque Du Freak
Vampire prince and "vampaneze" killer Darren Shan faces his worst nightmare yet - school. But homework is the least of Darren's problems.
Bodies are piling up, time is running out, and the past is catching up with the hunters fast!

Cirque Du Freak #7: Hunters of the Dusk
The world of internationally acclaimed author Darren Shan's Cirque Du Freak brought to life as you've never seen it before! Darren Shan was
an average kid until destiny brought him to the Cirque du Freak. Now Darren's been immersed into a shadowy world inhabited by vampires,
werewolves, and strange creatures the likes of which he's never imagined, and his life will be changed forever!

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 5
After years of wandering, Larten has finally found his way back to his vampire family and resumed the vigorous, brutal training to become a
General. But there are vampires determined to pull Larten into starting a war that could have global implications and casualties. Vampires
who will stop at nothing. Vampires who would betray Larten in the most cutting way.

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 7
Zom-Bis a radical new series about a zombie apocalypse, told in the first person by one of its victims. The series combines classic Shan
action with a fiendishly twisting plot and hard-hitting and thought-provoking moral questions dealing with racism, abuse of power and more.
As Darren says, "It's a big, sprawling, vicious tale a grisly piece of escapism, and a barbed look at the world in which we live. Each book in
the series is short, fast-paced and bloody. A high body-count is guaranteed!" Can you love a bullying racist thug if he's your father? How do
you react when confronted with your darkest inner demons? What do you do when zombies attack? B Smith is about to find out

Excalibur Vol. 1 Omnibus
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Accompanying his master, Mr. Crepsley, on a trip to the city, half-vampire Darren Shan is ready to enjoy a pleasant holiday away from the
Cirque du Freak with his friend Evra. But when he learns of a string of grisly murders whose victims have been drained of blood, Darren
begins to suspect that his mentor may be involved. Has Mr. Crepsley crossed the line, or could it be that some creature more fearsome than
a vampire haunts the city's streets?

Cirque Du Freak: the Manga, Vol. 1
Dead if he loses - damned if he wins. The time has finally come for Darren to face his archenemy, Steve Leopard. One of them will die. The
other will become the Lord of the Shadows - and destroy the world.

Zom-B Bride
Darren Shan, the vampire's assistant, faces certain death. Branded a traitor, betrayed by a friend, hunted by the vampire clan - can Darren
reverse the odds and outwit a Vampire Prince and scores of murderous vampanese, or is this the end of thousands of years of vampire rule?

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 8
For ten years Capac Raimi has ruled the City. Created by the first Cardinal to continue his legacy, Capac cannot be killed. Then Capac
disappears. His trusted lieutenant, Ford Tasso, suspects the mysterious villacs, ancient and powerful Incan priests. To Ford, only one man
has the cunning to outwit such adversaries-Al Jeery, who has taken the guise of his father, the terrifying assassin Paucar Wami. Al has no
love for Capac and no wish to tangle with the villacs. Until Ford promises him the one thing he truly craves-retribution against the man who
killed those he loved most and destroyed his life. Lured into the twisted, nightmarish world of the Incan priests, Al will learn more about the
City than he ever imagined, and be offered more power than he ever desired. But in the City, everything comes at a cost

The Thin Executioner
In The Vampire's Assistant, Darren returns to the old-fashioned freak show where, thanks to Mr. Crespley, he became a "half-vampire."
Darren once again struggles against the urge to feed upon the human blood his health requires.

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 3
Darren begins the Trials of Initiation to prove himself worthy of being a half-vampire, even as the clan's blood foes, the vampaneze, gather
near Vampire Mountain.
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The Vampire’s Assistant (The Saga of Darren Shan, Book 2)
In this fourth book in the bestselling Saga of Darren Shan, Darren Shan and Mr. Crepsley embark on a dangerous trek to the very heart of the
vampire world. But they face more than the cold on Vampire Mountain?the vampaneze have been there before them. Will a meeting with the
Vampire Princes restore Darren's human side, or turn him further toward the darkness? Only one thing is certain?Darren's initiation into the
vampire clan is more deadly than he can ever have imagined.

Procession of the Dead
Darren and Harkat face monstrous obstacles on their desperate quest to the Lake of Souls. Will they survive the savage journey? And what
awaits them in the murky waters of the dead?

Lord Loss (The Demonata, Book 1)
Darren Shan is going home--and his world is going to hell. Old enemies await. Scores must be settled. Destiny looks certain to destroy him,
and the world is doomed to fall to the Ruler of the Night.

Cirque Du Freak #9: Killers of the Dawn
The tenth part of the Saga of Darren Shan – one boy’s terrifying journey from human to half-vampire to Vampire Prince.

Vampire Mountain
Outnumbered, outsmarted, and desperate, the hunters are on the run, pursued by the vampaneze, the police, and an angry mob. With their
enemies clamoring for blood, the vampires prepare for a deadly battle. Is this the end for Darren and his allies?

Trials of Death
The world of internationally acclaimed author Darren Shan's Cirque Du Freak brought to life as you've never seen it before! Darren Shan was
an average kid until destiny brought him to the Cirque du Freak. Now Darren's been immersed into a shadowy world inhabited by vampires,
werewolves, and strange creatures the likes of which he's never imagined, and his life will be changed forever!
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Ocean of Blood
Darren Shan, New York Times bestselling author of the Cirque du Freak and Demonata series, makes his adult fiction debut with this first
book in a dark and twisted new series, The City. PROCESSION OF THE DEAD What had I done before coming to the City? I couldn't
remember. It sounded crazy but my past was a blank. I could recall every step since alighting from the train, but not a single one before.
Young, quick-witted, and cocksure, Capac Raimi arrives in the City determined to make his mark in a world of sweet, sinister sin. He finds the
City is a place of exotic dangers: a legendary assassin with snakes tattooed on his face who moves like smoke, blind Incan priests whom no
one seems to see, a kingpin who plays with puppets, and friends who mysteriously disappear as though they never existed. Then Capac
crosses paths with The Cardinal, and his life changes forever. The Cardinal is the City, and the City is The Cardinal. They are joined at the
soul. Nothing moves on the streets, or below them, without The Cardinal's knowledge. His rule is absolute. When Capac discovers how
deeply The Cardinal has influenced his life, he is faced with hard choices that conflict with his soaring ambition. To find his way, Capac must
know himself and what he is capable of. But how can you trust yourself when you can't remember your past?

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 2
The pursuit begins Darren Shan, the Vampire Prince, leaves Vampire Mountain on a life or death mission. As part of an elite force, Darren
searches the world for the Vampaneze Lord. But the road ahead is long and dangerous - and lined with the bodies of the damned.

Brothers to the Death
In the City, The Cardinal rules, and Al Jeery is a loyal member of his personal guard. But when Al is pulled from his duties at Party Central to
investigate a murder, an unexpected discovery leads him in a new direction, where his loyalties and beliefs will be severely tested. Soon he is
involved in a terrifying mystery that draws in the dead, the City's Incan forefathers, the imposing figure of The Cardinal, and the near-mythical
assassin Paucar Wami. Wami is a law unto himself, a shadowy, enigmatic figure who can apparently kill anyone he chooses without fear of
punishment or retribution. And Al is about to find out that he has a lot more in common with Wami than he could ever have imagined

City of the Snakes
Darren Shan has been made a half-vampire by Mr Crepsley, but the Cirque Du Freak holds more unpleasant surprises for the vampire’s
assistant.

Cirque Du Freak #6: The Vampire Prince
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In a story told in graphic novel format, best friends Darren and Steve visit a mysterious freak show known as the Cirque du Freak, where an
encounter with a vampire and a deadly spider forces them to make life-changing choices.

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 11
In a kingdom of merciless tyrants, Jebel Rum's family is honored as royalty because his father is the executioner. But Rashed Rum is near
retirement. And when he goes, there will be a contest to determine his successor. It is a contest that thin, puny Jebel has no chance of
winning. Humiliated and ashamed, Jebel sets out on a quest to the faraway home of a legendary fire god to beg for inhuman powers so that
he can become the most lethal of men. He must take with him a slave, named Tel Hesani, to be sacrificed to the god. It will be a dark and
brutal journey filled with lynch mobs, suicide cults, terrible monsters, and worse, monstrous men. But to Jebel, the risk is worth it. To retrieve
his honor . . . To wield unimaginable power . . . To become . . . The thin executioner Inspired by the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,
international bestselling master of horror Darren Shan takes readers on a thrilling, fast-paced journey into a nightmarish world where
compassion and kindness are the greatest crimes of all.

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga
Branded a traitor, betrayed by a friend, hunted by the vampire clan -- Darren Shan, the Vampire's Assistant, faces certain death. Can Darren
reverse the odds and outwit a Vampire Prince, or is this the end of thousands of years of vampire rule? Darren's initiation on Vampire
Mountain draws to a stunning, bloody conclusion -- but the Saga continues

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 1
With the whole town on their tail, not to mention the vampaneze, Darren, Mr. Crepsley, and Vancha flee. Realizing that they cannot outrun
their pursuers, the vampires instead brace themselves for the onslaught and prepare for a deadly battle. Lady Evanna predicted that only one
of the hunters would live if they missed their opportunity to kill the Vampaneze Lord. Has their time already run out?

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 9
Setting out from Vampire Mountain, Darren embarks on a mission as part of an elite quartet sent to find the Vampanese Lord. Along their
journey, though, they are imparted an ominous prophecy: "If you have face the Vampaneze Lord four times and fail to kill him, only one of you
will live to witness the fall of the vampire clan."

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 4
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Chris Claremont and Alan Davis' 1980s classic EXCALIBUR gets the Omnibus treatment! The sword is drawn as Captain Britain and his
metamorphic paramour Meggan band together with former X-Men Nightcrawler, Shadowcat and Rachel 'Phoenix' Summers plus Lockheed
the dragon and the mysterious Widget! From their lighthouse base, Excalibur fights to uphold Xavier's dream, UK style tackling the ruthless
Technet, the ferocious Warwolves, the bizarre Crazy Gang and more! But when the Cross-Time Caper sweeps Excalibur across the Marvel
Multiverse, it will take a miracle to find their way home! It's cosmic adventure with a comedic twist in a beloved X-book like no other!
Collecting: Excalibur Special Edition (1988) 1, Excalibur (1988) 1-34, Excalibur: Mojo Mayhem (1989) 1, Quasar (1989) 11, Thor (1966)
427-429, material from Marvel Comics Presents (1988) 31-38

Cirque Du Freak: The Manga, Vol. 12
In agreeing to undergo the Trials of Initiation in order to restore Mr. Crepsley's honor, Darren may have bitten off more than a half-vampire
can chew. Each trial is taxing than the last, and despite his resolve, Darren simply may not be up to the task! In the depths of Vampire
Mountain, though, a threat even deadlier than the Trials is stirring

ZOM-B
Now in paperback--the gut-wrenching first book in The Vampire Mountain trilogy.

Cirque Du Freak, Manga Ediiton
B Smith has been reunited with the murderous maniac clown, Mr. Dowling. To her shock and consternation, he's desperate to make B his
partner in crime. Mr. Dowling disgusts her, but B thinks she can see a way to control him and maybe even save the world. But it will involve a
sacrifice far greater and more surreal than any she has contemplated before

Cirque Du Freak Manga Edition
Outnumbered, outsmarted and desperate, the hunters are on the run, pursued by the vampaneze, the police, and an angry mob. With their
enemies clamoring for blood, the vampires prepare for a deadly battle. Is this the end for Darren and his allies?
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